Stimulus equivalence, defined as C-A matching, was tested in 80 adults following training in a matching-to-sample task involving arbitrary A-B and B-C matching. In Experiment 1, 50 subjects, successively assigned to one of five groups, were exposed to specific stimulus material. The stimuli for subjects in the first group were Greek letters only. In the remaining groups, pictures were incorporated as A-, B-, and/or C-stimuli. The probability of equivalence was low when the stimulus material consisted only of Greek letters. For the remaining groups, the probability of equivalence varied considerably depending upon whether the A-, B-, and/or C-stimuli were pictures. The results indicate that seemingly minimal procedural variations can yield markedly differential outcomes not predicted by any existing model. The results also showed that responding gradually may become consistent with a pattern other than the predicted equivalence pattern. Experiment 2 replicated the results of Experiment 1 showing (a) differential probabilities of equivalence in individual subjects, depending upon the configuration of Greek letters and pictures during training/testing, (b) consistent patterns of responding even when the responding was not in accord with equivalence, and (c) higher reaction times to comparison stimuli initially during testing. Probabilities of equivalence increased in a second exposure to the tasks involving only Greek letters, whether or not the subjects were exposed to a task with pictures prior to the second Greek-letter task. Higher reaction times initially during testing may indicate precurrent problem solving behavior prior to the selection of a comparison stimulus. The finding of delayed emergence of consistent responding suggests that even the slightest tendency toward responding that partitions the stimuli into the experimenter-planned equivalence classes may evolve into consistent responding in accord with those classes.
A minimal arrangement of conditional discrimination training necessary for the testing of stimulus equivalence may include the following tasks: Of two simultaneously present comparison stimuli, B1 and B2, the selection of B1 is reinforced in the presence of sample stimulus A 1, while the selection of B2 is reinforced in the presence of A2. Next, when either B1 or B2 is presented as a sample, C1 or C2, respectively, serves as the correct comparison stimulus. Stimuli are considered members of an equivalence class (e.g., Sidman & Tailby, 1982) when their interrelations in a matching-to-sample task have the properties of reflexivity (e.g., if A 1-B 1 and A2-B2, then A 1-A 1, A2-A2, etc.), symmetry (e.g., if A 1-B1 and A2-B2, then B1-A 1 and B2-A2), and transitivity (e.g., if A1-B1 and B1-C1, then C1-A1). Following A-B and B-C training, a C-A test is a combined symmetry and transitivity test, and it has been called an abbreviated equivalence test (Sidman,1994) .
Research on stimulus equivalence has commonly used stimuli with which subjects can be presumed to have no significant prior history (e.g., Adams, Fields, & Verhave, 1993; Barnes, Browne, Smeets, & Roche,1995; Saunders, Wachter, & Spradlin, 1988; Sidman, Kirk, & Willson-Morris, 1985; Sidman & TailbY,1982) . As noted by Sidman (1994) , the use of stimuli which are familiar to the subjects may confound the relations resulting from the explicitly arranged experimental conditions with relations following from the subjects' preexperimental history. To eliminate the need for extensive pretesting of the critical matching and naming performances, Sidman and Tailby (1982) introduced the now common practice of using arbitrary stimuli, such as Greek letters, that could be presumed to be unfamiliar to the subjects.
Some studies have explored how preexperimental properties of stimuli influence the emergence of equivalence classes. Plaud (1995) showed that emergence of equivalence was slower with fear-relevant than with fear-irrelevant stimuli. Little information, however, is available regarding the effects of familiar stimuli on the probability of equivalenceclass formation. Hayes, Tilley, and Hayes (1988) compared the readiness of equivalence class formation in an A-B, A-C training design when all the stimuli were unfamiliar visual characters versus when familiar gustatory stimuli served as samples (A-stimuli) for the unfamiliar, visual B-and C-stimuli. The results showed an advantage with respect to equivalence class formation for the condition involving gustatory sample stimuli. Hayes et al. (1988) discussed whether this result was caused by (a) a general, higher readiness for crossmodal than for unimodal classes, (b) a greater discriminability of the gustatory compared with the visual stimuli, (c) a greater familiarity of the gustatory stimuli, or (d) that the gustatory stimuli were more readily nameable than the visual stimuli. However, it is not at all obvious how the last three of these could be mutually operationally distinguished. Mandell and Sheen (1994) used sample stimuli which the subjects could pronounce to a various degree, and found that the probability of equivalence varied as a function of pronounceability. If naming occurs as precurrent responding, analogous to the precurrent responding in filling in the answer in 45 x 45 = __ for the first time, reaction times initially may be high during testing (Horne & Lowe,1996) simply because precurrent responding takes time. Also, reaction times would be expected to decrease as a function of repeated exposures to the same tasks. A study by Bentall, Dickins, and Fox (1993) used stimuli with different levels of familiarity: familiar and "preassociated" pictograms (different celestial bodies versus different plants), familiar, but "non-associated" pictograms (such as glass, apple, traffic light), and nonfamiliar abstract stimuli each of which could promote different naming strategies. The abstract stimuli were created specifically for the experiment. Prior to the experiment, Bentall et al. (1993) found that six independent judges agreed completely on the partitioning of the preassociated stimuli into two classes, although no two judges completely agreed on the classification of the nonassociated stimuli. The results of that study, indicated that both error rates and reaction times during testing were higher with nonassociated pictograms than with associated pictograms, and still higher with abstract stimuli. Although error rates initially during testing were not significantly lower with nonassociated familiar stimuli than with abstract stimuli, there was evidence of improvement with respect to experimenter-predicted performances during testing only with familiar stimuli. Improved performance during testing, also referred to as 'delayed emergence' of stimulus equivalence (Sidman, 1994) , has received considerable attention (e.g., Bush, Sidman, & de Rose, 1989; Devany, Hayes, & Nelson, 1986; Horne & Lowe, 1996; Sidman, 1994; Sidman, Willson-Morris, & Kirk, 1986) . According to Sidman's (1994) recent analysis, initial failures on equivalence tests can result from the fact that stimuli may be members of several equivalence classes prior to the experiment, and improved performance during testing will result only when "the experimentally established equivalence class provides the only basis for classification that remains possible" (p. 512). However, as pointed out by Horne and Lowe (1996) , because testing conventionally occurs in the absence of programmed reinforcement, it is not obvious how "subjects can have a 'classification' that can 'work' or can vary their responses until they 'hit on a consistent basis'." (p. 229). Devany et al. (1986) suggested that improvement during testing may result from individual histories of differential reinforcement for consistent responding. It is also difficult however to see why such histories should produce consistent equivalence rather than consistent nonequivalence. Although some variables relevant to occasional failures to demonstrate the predicted outcomes of equivalence tests have been discussed (e.g., Devany et aI. , 1986; Stikeleather & Sidman, 1990) , the equivalence literature has not suggested that equivalence can fail to occur reliably even on some simple procedures. On the contrary, it has been suggested that stimulus equivalence may be a fundamental stimulus function comparable to reinforcement, conditioned reinforcement, discrimination and conditioned discrimination (e.g., Sidman, 1990 ).
The present study examined: (a) probability of equivalence-class formation when stimuli were Greek letters, and when some or all of the Greek letters were replaced by readily nameable pictures, (b) mean reaction times during training and testing, and (c) the (possibly delayed) emergence of other consistent patterns of responding when the experimenter-planned equivalence relation did not emerge. Three comparisons were used throughout the study because the use of only two comparisons leaves a relatively high risk of false negative as well as false positive equivalence tests (Carrigan & Sidman, 1992; Johnson & Sidman, 1993; Sidman, 1987) . Given only that a subject responds consistently during a two-choice conditional discrimination task, there is a probability of 0.5 of hitting upon the predicted "equivalence" pattern.
Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 was to compare probabilities of equivalence formation when all the stimuli were Greek letters, and when A-and C-, only B-, or only C-stimuli were nameable pictures and the remaining stimuli were Greek letters.
Method

Subjects
Fifty adults served as subjects and were successively assigned to five different experimental groups.
Apparatus
A personal computer controlled stimulus presentation and data collection. A transparent touch screen was mounted in front of the monitor. A cassette player controlled by the computer arranged automatic onset of music following correct responses.
Procedure
Stimulus material. Stimuli (see Table 1 ) were displayed on the monitor. The presentation of the sample stimulus was always in the left key (7 x 7 cm). Six comparison stimulus keys (4 x 4 cm) were arranged in two columns and three rows on the right side of the monitor.
General information to the subjects. When asked to join the experiment, the subjects were told that the experiment was within the field of learning and was concerned with tasks presented on a computer with a touch screen. They were also told that the experiment would last for approximately 40 min depending on how rapidly and correctly they responded.
Instruction. When a subject was seated in front of the monitor, a text picture on the sample stimulus key showed: "Press here when you are ready to start." The experimenter gave the following instruction: "When you touch the left-hand stimulus, one or more stimuli will appear on the right. A touch on the correct stimulus will be followed by music from the cassette player, while incorrect responses will be followed by the blanking of the screen for 5 s before a stimulus in the left-hand key is presented again. Each part of the training requires a certain number of correct responses before proceeding to the next part. The training will be followed by tests, in which there will be no different consequences for correct and incorrect responses -no music and no blank screen." Training and test. Each trial started with the presentation of a sample stimulus. A touch on the sample stimulus was followed by the presentation of comparison stimuli in the keys on the right side of the monitor. The sample remained until a comparison stimulus was touched.
To minimize the number of errors initially during training, the conditional discrimination tasks were introduced step by step: When a sample stimulus appeared for the first time during training, a touch on the sample stimulus was followed by the presentation of the correct comparison stimulus only. Next, each correct comparison was presented together with one incorrect comparison, then with the second incorrect comparison and, at last, during Trials 10 through 12, with both of the incorrect comparisons. 1 The three comparison stimuli appeared in a random position from trial to trial, except that there was never more than one comparison in each row. Following the gradual introduction of three comparison stimuli, A-8 training required 21 successive correctly completed trials, and so did the following 8-C training. Finally, 24 consecutive correctly completed trials were required when A-8 and 8-C trials were quasi-randomly intermixed before testing began. All equivalence tests were 24 unreinforced C-A trials, organized as 2 consecutive blocks of 12 trials for the easy detection of delayed emergence of stimulus equivalence. The experimental conditions for the five groups2 are summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 An Overview of the Experimental Design Dependent measures. Key presses on the touch screen, reaction times, and the number of trials to criterion were recorded. An index of symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence was calculated for each subject on each test half by dividing number of "correct" responses by the total number of trials during each phase of the test. Symmetry, transitivity, and equivalence were defined as an index of 0.9 or 1.0. Equivalence indices represent the extent to which individual subjects responded in accord with equivalence, whereas the probability of equivalence is an expression of the portion of indices indicative of equivalence in each group.
Statistical analyses. A two-tailed Fischer exact probability test was used to test for differences in probability of equivalence for the five groups. For statistical analyses of the reaction time data, we used a repeated measures ANOVA with one group factor (groups).
For each subject, consistency of responding was evaluated throughout the equivalence test. Similar to a 'moving average,' consistency indices were calculated for each block of six consecutive trials: Trials 1-6, Trials 2-7, Trials 3-8 . . . Trials 19-24. Any sequence of six successive trials always included at least one of each different trial type (i.e., C1, C2, C3 as sample). A consistency index of 0.0 would indicate that no sample stimulus occasioned the same comparison selection more than once within that particular sequence of six trials. For each time a sample occasioned a comparison selection consistent with a previous choice within the six-trial block, the consistency index would increase by 0.33.
Results
There was a significantly higher probability of equivalence-class formation (i.e., individual indices of 0.9 or 1.0) following pictures as Aand C-stimuli, both with and without transitivity and symmetry tests (Groups 2 and 3), than following Greek letters (Group 1) or pictures as C-stimuli (Group 5). Similarly, the probability of equivalence-class formation was significantly higher following pictures as 8-stimuli (Group 4) than with only Greek letters (Group 1) or with pictures as C-stimuli (Group 5). In all cases, the two-tailed Fischer exact probability test showed p < 0.001.
In Group 1, when all stimuli were Greek letters, no subject showed equivalence in the first test half, while three responded in accord with equivalence in the second half (see Figure 1 ). In Group 2, when pictures served as A-and C-stimuli all 10 subjects responded in accord with symmetry, 9 of 10 subjects responded in accord with transitiVity, and all 10 responded in accord with equivalence. In Group 3, when pictures served as A-and C-stimuli 9 of 10 subjects responded in accord with equivalence in the first test half. The only subject who did not respond in accord with equivalence initially did so in the second half, while one subject who responded in accord with equivalence in the first test half had a lower score during the second test half. In Group 4, when pictures served as 8-stimuli, 9 of 10 subjects responded in accord with equivalence in the first half, and all 10 did so in the second half. In Group 5, when pictures served as Cstimuli one of the 10 subjects responded in accord with equivalence only in the first test half. Five other subjects responded in accord with equivalence only in the second test half. Consistency indices throughout testing for subjects in Group 1, show that three of the seven subjects who did not respond in accord with equivalence nevertheless responded consistently ( Figure 2 , middle panel), while the remaining four subjects responded inconsistently. Three subjects showed delayed emergence of equivalence (upper panel). Consistency indices are not presented for subjects in Groups 2, 3, and 4 because, as evident from the equivalence indices in Table 3 , almost all subjects in all these groups responded in accord with equivalence during both test halves and, hence, responded consistently throughout testing.
Consistency indices for subjects in Group 5 show that all four subjects who did not respond in accord with equivalence responded more consistently throughout the test (Figure 3, lower panel) . Consistency indices from the six subjects who responded in accord with equivalence show that equivalence initially during testing was not necessarily accompanied by sustained consistency (upper panel). Moving 6-trial blocks The number of trials to criterion in each phase of the training varied within each group, as shown in Table 3 . The number of training trials to criterion were lowest when pictures served as A-and C-or as 8-stimuli. The mean total number of training trials was 153 for Group 1, 106 for Group 2, 115 for Group 3, 114 for Group 4, and 158 for Group 5. Note. All subjects in Group 2 had indicates of 0.9 or 1.0 for both symmetry and transitivity. except Subject 310 who had 0.8 on the second transitivity test.
In all groups there was a marked increase in reaction times to comparison stimuli from the final phase of training to the initial phase of the test, as shown in Figure 4 , F(1, 49) = 22.79, P < 0.0001. There was also a significant decrease in reaction times from the initial five test trials to the last five test trials, F(1, 49) = 19.25, P < 0.0001, for all groups.
There was no difference in reaction time when comparing the final phase of training and the final phase of the test within each group, F(1, 49) = 2.46, P = 0.124. In Group 1, reaction time on the first test trial was significantly higher than for all other groups.
Discussion
The probability of equivalence class formation was higher when some of the stimuli were "familiar," nameable pictures, than when all stimuli were Greek letters. Furthermore, the probability of equivalence class formation was higher when ''familiar'' stimuli were introduced in the first task, as A-and C-stimuli or as B-stimuli, than when introduced later, as C-stimuli. However, the two conditions in which the probability of equivalence-class formation was highest were also distinguished by the fact that the B-stimuli differed from the A-and C-stimuli. To find out whether the introduction of pictures in the first task was related to the probability of equivalence-class formation, 1 0 subjects in Experiment 2 were first exposed to a task in which only A-stimuli were pictures. Also, we wanted to investigate whether it is of any importance that the B-stimuli, the node combining the A-B and BC training tasks, are markedly different from the A-and C-stimuli , and whether the number of nameable stimuli is relevant. Therefore, 1 0 subjects in Experiment 2 were first exposed to a task with all A-, B-, and C-stimuli as pictures.
To investigate whether differences between tasks with high vs. low probabilities of equivalence-class formation could be reproduced with individual subjects and, furthermore, whether probability of equivalenceclass formation would be influenced by a history of these two types of tasks, individual subjects were exposed to a series of experimental conditions.
The last objective of Experiment 2 was to gather more data on other consistent patterns of responding than the pattern that is consistent with the experimenter-planned equivalence relation. 
Trials
Figure 4. Mean reaction times for subjects in all groups for the last five training trials followed by the first five test trials and the last five test trials, except for upper panel which shows the last five training trials followed by the first five test trials and the last five test trials in the test for symmetry (B-A and C-B trials) , transitivity (A-C trials), and equivalence (C-A trials) , Reaction times to the sample stimuli are shown as circles and reaction times to the comparison stimuli are shown as squares.
Experiment 2
Method Subjects
Thirty adults served as subjects and were successively assigned to three different experimental groups.
Apparatus
The apparatus was the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure
Stimulus material. The mode of stimulus presentation was the same as in Experiment 1. The stimulus materials are shown in Tables 4 and 5 .
General information and instruction. General information and the instructions were the same as in Experiment 1, except that the subjects were told that the experiment would last for approximately an hour. Stimulus materials when all stimuli were Greek letters 
Training and test. Initial training and test conditions throughout Experiment 2 were the same as in Experiment 1.
Within-subject manipulations. For subjects in Group 6, A-stimuli were pictures, and B-and C-stimuli were Greek letters. If subjects did not respond in accord with equivalence they were randomly assigned to one of two follow-up procedures and retested to see if equivalence then emerged. One follow-up procedure was training with a new stimulus set, in which pictures served as B-stimuli, and A-and C-stimuli were Greek letters (a task with a high probability of equivalence). The alternative follow-up procedure was a reexposure to the initial training and test. If equivalence still did not emerge, subjects were exposed to the first follow-up procedure.
For subjects in Group 7, A-, B-, and C-stimuli were all pictures. If the subjects responded in accord with equivalence a new set of tasks with all stimuli as Greek letters was introduced. If the subjects did not respond in accord with equivalence they were exposed to a new task with pictures as B-stimuli.
For subjects in Group 8, A-, B-, and C-stimuli were Greek letters. All subjects were then exposed to a new stimulus material, with B-stimuli as pictures and A-and C-stimuli as Greek letters. The session ended with a reexposure to the first task, in which all the stimuli were Greek letters.
Dependent measures and statistical analyses. These were the same as in Experiment 1 .
Results
There was a significantly higher probability of equivalence-class formation with only pictures as stimuli than with only Greek letters or with pictures as A-stimuli only, as shown in Figure 5 . In both cases, the twotailed Fischer exact probability test showed p < 0.001.
In Group 6, when pictures served as A-stimuli 1 of 10 subjects responded in accord with equivalence in the first half and 2 subjects in the second half, as shown in Table 6 . Five of the subjects who did not respond in accord with equivalence later did so when exposed to tasks with pictures as B-stimuli and also when reexposed to the task where pictures served as A-stimuli. Two of the last three subjects who did not respond in accord with equivalence, did show equivalence after a reexposure to the same task. One of the subjects (348) did not show equivalence even after the second exposure. In the next condition, when exposed to new tasks where pictures served as B-stimuli, this subject responded in accord with equivalence. In the last condition, when reexposed to tasks in which pictures served as A-stimuli, the subject did not respond in accord with equivalence, as shown in Figure 6 .
In Group 7, when all A-, B-, and C-stimuli were pictures, 7 of 10 subjects responded in accord with equivalence, and 2 more subjects showed equivalence in the second half, as shown in Table 7 . One subject (353) did not show equivalence, but responded in accord with equivalence when exposed to tasks where pictures served as B-stimuli. In the next condition, where only Greek letters served as A-, B-, and Cstimuli, two of the subjects responded in accord with equivalence in the first half, and three more did so in the second half, as shown in Figure 7 .
In Group 8, when all stimuli were Greek letters, 1 of 10 subjects responded in accord with equivalence during the first half, and none of them showed equivalence in the second half, as shown in Table 8 . When the subjects were exposed to new tasks with pictures as B-stimuli, all subjects responded in accord with equivalence in one or the other test half. In the third condition, when the subjects were reexposed to the tasks with Greek letters, 3 of 10 subjects responded in accord with equivalence, as shown in Figure 8 . 
--------------------------------~
A ABC Indices of consistency-of-responding for Groups 6, 7, and 8 show that even when responding was not in accord with the experimenterplanned equivalence relation, some other pattern of consistent responding emerged in 15 of 21 subjects. Within-subject manipulations Moving 6-trial blocks Figure 9 . Individual curves for subjects in Group 6 according to different patterns of responding: responding in accord with equivalence, systematic nonequivalence, and nonsystematic nonequivalence. Moving 6 trial-blocks Figure 11 . Individual curves for subjects in Group 1 according to different patterns of responding , responding in accord with equivalence, systematic nonequivalence, and nonsystematic nonequivalence. Trials Figure 12 . The upper panel shows mean reaction times for subjects in Group 6 for the last five training trials followed by the first five test trials and the last five test trials in the test for equivalence (C-A trials) when pictures served as A-stimuli, followed by tasks where pictures served as B-stimuli, and then a reexposure to the first task. The middle panel shows mean reaction times for subjects in Group 7 for the last five training trials followed by the first five test trials and the last five test trials in the test for equivalence (C-A trials) when pictures served as A-, B-, and C-stimuli and in the next condition when Greek letters served as A-, B-, and C-stimuli. The bottom panel shows mean reaction times for subjects in Group 8 for the last five training trials followed by the first five test trials and the last five test trials in the test for equivalence (C-A trials) when Greek letters served as A-, B-, and C-stimuli. The subjects were then trained and tested in tasks with pictures as B-stimuli, and then reexposed to the first task. The reaction times to sample stimuli are shown as circles and to comparison stimuli as squares.
greek letters pictures
Within-subject manipulations
9, 10, and 11. For each group, there are three sets of data: (a) Indices for each of the subjects responding in accord with equivalence, (b) indices for subjects who gradually responded more consistently, although not in accord with equivalence, and (c) indices for subjects who neither responded in accord with equivalence nor ended up with any other consistent pattern of responding. In all groups there were markedly higher reaction times to comparison stimuli initially during the test than during the final phase of training to the initial phase of the test, as shown in Figure 12, F(1 , 29) = 33.15, P < 0.0001. There was also a significant decrease in reaction times from the initial five test trials to the last five test trials for all groups, The number of trials to criterion in each phase of the training varied within each group (Tables 6, 7, and 8) . The number of training trials to criterion were lowest when pictures served as A-and C-or as B-stimuli. The mean total number of training trials on the first task was 116 for Group 6, 172 for Group 7, and 210 for Group 8.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 showed a higher probability of equivalence-class formation when pictures served as B-stimul i than when only A-stimuli were pictures or when all the stimuli were Greek letters. Those results were replicated with individual subjects in Experiment 2.
It is not obvious that the successful equivalence test with B-stimuli as pictures influenced the probability of equivalence when the subjects were reexposed to the task with A-stimuli as pictures (Group 6), because two of three subjects also successfully completed the equivalence test following the mere reexposure to this condition. The subject who was not successful after this reexposure was no more successful after a following successful completion of the test in the task with pictures as 8-stimuli.
Consistency indices showed that subjects tended to respond more systematically throughout testing whether or not they responded in accord with equivalence. It should be noted that in two-choice matchingto-sample tasks, a consistent choice of a different comparison for each sample would-by chance-produce responding in accord with equivalence in 50% of the cases. This percentage is lower as the number of comparisons increases.
General Discussion
The present experiments show that two kinds of stimuli do affect the probability of equivalence-class formation differentially, depending upon their positions in the training design. Isolation of the critical aspects of the two kinds of stimuli is a matter for future research. The differential probabilities of equivalence-class formation provided an opportunity for the analysis of the gradual emergence of consistent responding during the test whether or not responding was in accord with the expected equivalence pattern. When all the stimuli were Greek letters, the probability of experimenter-defined equivalence-class formation did not exceed chance. Moreover, when only A-or C-stimuli were replaced by nameable pictures, there was no significant increase in the probability of equivalence-class formation. The probability of equivalence-class formation was highest when either (a) B-stimuli were different from A-and C-stimuli, or (b) all stimuli were pictures.
It has been suggested that when establishing contingencies share the same reinforcer and defined response, all conditional and discriminative stimuli, as well as the common response and reinforcer must merge into one all-inclusive class (Sidman, 1994) . Failure on the standard equivalence test is then to be expected (Saunders & Green, 1992) . Differential reinforcement contingencies however require that the common elements (i.e., response and reinforcer) drop out of the equivalence class, thereby permitting the partitioning of the large class into the predicted subclasses. Yet, according to Sidman (1994) , even elements whose membership in the equivalence class are compatible with the contingencies may drop out in a sort of generalized breakdown of the equivalence class. Then, again, one would expect a failure to demonstrate the experimenter-defined classes in that responding during tests would vary from trial to trial.
As demonstrated in the present experiments, however, responding may gradually change to become consistent with some pattern other than the predicted equivalence pattern. Thus, we may conclude that the basic conditional discrimination training, at least in the linear series (A-B and B-C) training design, can constitute a rather weak basis for the partitioning of a class into the commonly predicted subclasses and, also, that there must exist some alternative bases for the partitioning of stimulus sets in the traditional equivalence paradigm. As noted in the introduction, Devany et al. (1986) suggested that a history of differential reinforcement for consistent responding may explain their finding of improved performances during testing, that is, delayed emergence of stimulus equivalence. However, such a history could explain as well the present finding of increased consistency of responding even when not in accord with experimenter-predicted equivalence performances, that is, delayed emergence of consistent nonequivalence. In fact, results from the Devany et al. (1986) study seem to show that when the initial probability of responding in accord with equivalence was above 0.5 on their two-choice tasks, delayed emergence of equivalence was likely. When the initial probability was lower than 0.5 there was, instead, a gradual emergence of consistent nonequivalence.
Before considering similar tendencies in the results of the present experiments, let us recapture some relevant features of the prerequisite A-B, B-C conditional discrimination training:
1. Novel samples have always required novel comparison selections. This may contribute to initial comparison selections being left to chance, that is, uncontrollable variables.
2. Progress through each set of tasks has always required consistent comparison selections for each sample (e.g., if B1 is correct in the presence of A 1, then B2 and B3 are incorrect in the presence of A 1). This feature of the training presumably works in the direction of consistent responding from the first reoccurring trials during the test.
3. Throughout training, reinforcement has always been contingent upon the selection of a different comparison for each sample (e.g., if B2 is correct in the presence of A2, then B2 is not correct in the presence of A 1 or A3). Thus, as soon as a comparison stimulus has served as a positive comparison in the presence of a particular sample, it may automatically also acquire the function as negative comparison in the presence of all other sample stimuli. Sidman and coworkers have shown quite convincingly that comparison selection can be controlled primarily by either positive or negative comparison stimuli (Carrigan & Sidman, 1992; Johnson & Sidman, 1993; Sidman, 1987) . The present analysis suggests that we may also have to face the possibility of combinations of control by positive and negative comparisons.
There is a tendency for initial indices of 0.7 or higher to be followed by indices closer to 1.0 during the second test block (see Tables 3, 6 , 7, and 8). However, there are some important exceptions that need to be explained, for example, the results from Subjects 132 and 136 (Table 3) . First, on a 3-choice task, the picture becomes more complex, because the number of possible consistent response patterns not in accord with equivalence is much higher than on a 2-choice task. Both indices of 0.3 and 0.7 are compatible with completely consistent responding. If, for instance, a subject consistently selects comparison A 1 in the presence of C1, but A2 both in the presence of C2 and C3, this will produce an equivalence index of 0.7. However, if nothing induces the subject to select a different comparison for each sample, there is no reason to expect that this index will be followed by later indices closer to 1.0. Second, in a 3-choice task relative to a 2-choice task, there might be a higher risk that baseline performances break down during a test block without training trials interspersed between the test trials.
The markedly higher probability of equivalence-class formation when stimuli were nameable pictures may indicate that differential responding to different samples and comparison stimuli facilitates the partitioning of the all-inclusive class. According to Sidman's (1994) analysis, then, only the common reinforcer has to drop out of the all-inclusive class to allow for the partitioning of the stimulus set into the three defined equivalence classes. It may be easier to have stimuli merge into existing equivalence classes than to establish new classes, and it could be argued that nameable stimuli have already entered into at least one equivalence class based on their respective names (Saunders, Saunders, Kirkby, & Spradlin, 1988) .
Why are reaction times higher initially during tests for emergent relations? According to Sidman (1992) , the rapid emergence of equivalence must be attributed to uncontrolled variables. Sidman suggested that equivalence is a fundamental stimulus function. The initial increase in reaction times during testing may indicate that stimulus equivalence does not emerge as immediately as suggested.
The significantly higher reaction times to comparison stimuli during the beginning of an equivalence test indicates that the selection of comparison stimuli may not be directly controlled by the sample initially during testing. During training, the sample may serve simply as a discriminative stimulus for comparison selection in a three-term contingency. In contrast, initially during the test a sample is presented with comparisons for the selection of which it has never served in a previous three-term contingency. At a molar level of analysis, this novelty of trials initially during testing may suffice as an explanation for the increased reaction times. At a more molecular level, one might be interested in an interpretation of what can happen in terms of behavior when reaction times are higher during these initially novel test trials. In a bio-behavioral perspective (Donahoe & Palmer, 1994) , we may be interested in such interpretations not as intervening variables, but as precurrent responses to a problem situation. Maybe the first appearance of a C-stimulus as a sample requires a "precurrent" response (Skinner, 1968, chap. 6) as in "naming" (Horne & Lowe, 1996) or in "joint control" (Lowenkron, 1991) before a correct or incorrect "solution" can occur. According to Lowenkron's (1991 Lowenkron's ( , 1996 more molecular analysis of how such verbal mediation can occur, arbitrary matching performances may require both (a) differential responses to the stimuli and (b) joint control, in which comparison selection occurs when differential responses to sample and comparison stimuli are under joint control of a sample and its corresponding comparison stimulus. This pattern of responding could enable responding in accord with equivalence, and it would also explain a temporary increase in reaction times, until the samples again serve as discriminative stimuli for their corresponding comparison selections in the new three-term contingencies.
